Term

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Topic

1. Ourselves

1. Traditional tales 1. Toys

2. Dinosaurs

2. Christmas story

3. Autumn

3. Diwali

2. Imagination
station






Areas of
learning

Daisy eat your
peas
I won’t ever
never eat a
tomato



There’s a t.rex
in town
The dinosaur
department
store



Tidy

1. PSED- MS
BR
UTW- PCC
2. UTW- PP
TNW
3. UTW- TNW

Festivals

Rosh Hashanah
Yom Kippur
Sukkot
All Saints Day







3 little pigs
Jim and the
beanstalk
Paper bag
princess




Toys in space
Toy story



Rosie Revere
the engineer
Iggy peck the
architect


The Christmas
Jolly Postman
Christmas
story

Summer 1

1. Local
1. Growing
environment- Can
I buy a tiger in
2. Spring
Manchester?

Summer 2
1. Minibeasts
2. TRANSITION
3. Summer

3. Winter
Key texts

Spring 2

1. EAD- CWM
BIE
LIT- Comp
UTW- TNW
PSED- MS

1. UTW- TNW
PSED- MS

2. UTW- PCC
PP
3. UTW- PCC
EAD- CWM

Diwali
Hannukah
Christmas

2. Healthy Me




Dear Zoo
Tiger who
came to tea




Jasper’s
Beanstalk
Owl babies

Supertato
series






Non- fiction life
cycle of a
butterfly
Superworm
Aaaargh spider
Bad tempered
ladybird

1. UTW- PCC
PP
LIT- Comp
PSED- MS

1. UTW- TNW
LIT- Comp
EAD- CWM
BIE

1. UTW- TNW

2. PSED- MS
EAD- CWM
BIE

2. UTW- TNW

3. UTW- TNW

3. UTW- TNW

Epiphany
Ash Wednesday / Shrove
Tuesday
St David’s Day

Holi
Palm Sunday
Passover
Easter

Eid
Shavuot

Summer Solstice

2. EAD- CWM
BIE

2. PSED- MS
BR

Shivaratri

C+L
PSED

PD

Literacy- WR
and Comp
Writing
Key
vocabulary

Start of Ramadan

The development of children’s spoken language underpins all seven areas of learning and development. This is embedded everyday through daily
reading to the children, and engaging them actively in stories, non-fiction, rhymes and poems, and then providing them with extensive opportunities
to use and embed new words in a range of contexts. Daily conversations, story-telling and role play will also take place on a daily basis.
Children’s personal, social and emotional development (PSED) is crucial for children to lead healthy and happy lives, and is fundamental to their
cognitive development. Daily support and guidance will be embedded to allow children to be able to manage emotions, develop a positive sense of
self, set themselves simple goals, have confidence in their own abilities, to persist and wait for what they want and direct attention as necessary.
Through adult modelling and guidance, they will learn how to look after their bodies, including healthy eating, and manage personal needs
independently. Through supported interaction with other children, they learn how to make good friendships, co-operate and resolve conflicts
peaceably.
Physical activity is vital in children’s all-round development, enabling them to pursue happy, healthy and active lives.
Gross motor skills provide the foundation for developing healthy bodies and social and emotional well-being. Daily opportunities to access outdoor
provision, as well as weekly PE sessions are provided.
Fine motor control and precision helps with hand-eye co-ordination, which is later linked to early literacy. Daily activities of puzzles, arts and crafts
and the practice of using small tools are available and supported in continuous provision daily.
It is crucial for children to develop a life-long love of reading. Daily focused input through topics/ key texted are planned for and delivered as whole
class/ small groups. Adults talk with children about the world around them and the books (stories and non-fiction) they read with them, and rhymes,
poems and songs are incorporated within daily provision.

Words, lists, names and captions.
Signed, half hour,
skip, whole, month,
midnight, factory,
videos, Africa, earth,
brussels, wobble.
Fussy,trick, Jupiter,
nibble, rare, spies,
peak, Mount Fuji,
Ocean, gobbling.
Deep, forest, patch,
snipping, grooming,
untangled, polished,
scoured, bare,
mighty, flood,
concrete, neat,

Beware, lazy, cart,
warned, escape,
bundle, rattled, slates,
tomorrow.
Enormous, juicy, pesky,
stole, harp, poetry,
fiercely, oculist, false,
champing, gnashing,
wig, appetite, seizing,
mightily.
Expensive, marry, fiery,
trail, caught, smartest,
magnificent.
Address, stamp,
envelope,

Simple sentences including CVC words.
Resourceful, brave,
clever, strong,
helpful, thoughtful,
realised, beamed,
scared, drooling,
dang, probed,
accident, stealing,
organised,
parachuted, idea.

Engineer, shyly,
peeked, trash, stash,
eaves, attic, gadgets,
gizmos, swooping,
inventions,
dispenser, helium,

Wrote, fierce, animal
names.
Wonder, milkman,
grocer, buns, supper,
saucepans, street
lamps.
Fruit and vegetable
names, evil, freeze,
sleigh, belonged.

Sentences using common expectation words.
Beanstalk, days of the
week, planted,
watered, dug, raked,
sprayed, hoed,
mowed, giants.
Hunting, branch, ivy,
brave, lost, silent,
swooped, flapped,
bounced, fuss,
nocturnal.

Caterpillar, egg, larva,
pupa, chrysalis,
butterfly.
Squirm, disaster,
major, lasso, mope,
well, drowning, panic,
chant, servant, fearful,
hero, slink, fright,
dreadful, trouble,
cunning, honeycomb,
dump, distant.
Lonely, pet, alone,
clever, introduce.
Aphids, bad tempered,
share, insist,

hunted, tossed,
churned, succeeded
Dinosaur names,
humans, modern,
muscles, wag,
kilograms, recycling,
skeleton, fossils.

Maths

Unusual, wilful, keen,
grand, boldly, velvet
cloak, moustache,
outrageous flair,
scaly, carnivores,
grinding, raptors,
armoured, simpered,
smirked, dismay,
flung.
Early Mathematical
Experiences
Counting rhymes and
songs
Classifying objects
based on one
attribute •Matching
equal and unequal
sets •Comparing
objects and sets.
Subitizing. •Ordering
objects and sets /
introduce
manipulatives.
Number recognition.
2D Shapes.
Pattern and early
number
Recognise, describe,
copy and extend

Jesus, Mary, Joseph,
manger, stable,
Bethlehem, Inn keeper,
Wise men, Page.

pythons, chuckled,
horror, embarrassed,
perplexed, dismay,
dynamo, lingers,
dawn, baffled,
raging, failures, quit

screeched, animal
names, eerily, beating.

Architect, diaper,
disgusting, Sphinx,
passion, St. Louis
Arch, ancient,
architecture, severe,
sincere, elevator,
vague, structure.

Numbers within 6
Count up to six objects.
•One more or one
fewer •Order numbers
1 – 6 •Conservation of
numbers within six
Addition and
subtraction within 6
Explore zero
•Explore addition and
subtraction through
part part whole,
numicon and concrete
resources
Measures
Estimate, order
compare, discuss and
explore capacity,
weight and lengths
Shape and sorting

Numbers within 10
Count up to ten
objects •Represent,
order and explore
numbers to ten •One
more or fewer, one
greater or less
Addition and
subtraction within
10
Explore addition as
counting on and
subtraction as taking
away
•number bonds to 10
Numbers within 15
Count up to 15
objects and
recognise different
representations

Grouping and sharing
Counting and sharing
in equal groups
•Grouping into fives
and tens
•Relationship between
grouping and sharing
Numbers within 20
Count up to 10 objects
•Represent, order and
explore numbers to 15
•One more or fewer
Doubling and halving
Doubling and halving
& the relationship
between them

Shape and pattern
Describe and sort 2-D
and 3-D shapes
•Recognise, complete
and create patterns
Addition and
subtraction within 20
Commutativity
•Explore addition and
subtraction
•Compare two
amounts
•Relationship
between doubling and
halving
Money
Coin recognition and
values
•Combinations to
total 20p

Depth of numbers
within 20
Explore numbers and
strategies
•Recognise and extend
patterns
•Apply number, shape
and measures
knowledge
•Count forwards and
backwards
Numbers beyond 20
One more one less
•Estimate and count
•Grouping and sharing

colour, object, action
and size patterns
•Count and represent
the numbers 1 to 3
•Estimate and check
by counting.
Recognise numbers in
the environment.
(A number a week)

Phonics

Describe, and sort 2-D
& 3-D shapes
•Describe position
accurately
Calendar and time
Days of the week,
seasons
•Sequence daily events

•Order and explore
numbers to 15
•One more or fewer

See phonics weekly plans

•Change from 10p
Measures
Describe capacities
•Compare volumes
•Compare weights
•Estimate, compare
and order lengths

